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ABSTRACT

We demonstrate in these predinical studies that all severe combined
immunodeflcient mice injected with the human B-cell lymphoma cell line
Ramos are cured when treated with a combination of anti-CD19, -CD22,
and -CD3S-saporin immunotoxins (ITs; termed 3BIT). Each component
IT used individually did not cure the majority of animals but did signif
icantly prolong their survival compared with PBS sham-treated controls,

although the majority succumbed eventually to disease. The very signifi
cant improvement obtained with the three-IT combination 3BIT was not
due to an antibody or antibody-plus-IT effect. We postulate that by
targeting against these three cell surface molecules, we have effectively
ensured delivery of saporin to each lymphoma cell with growth potential
within the tumor, thus overcoming the problems ofheterogeneity of target
antigen expression that can limit the therapeutic efficacy of single-IT
therapy or even two-IT combination therapy. These â€œproofof principleâ€•
findings have an obvious important bearing on antibody-based therapies
for cancer and provide the rationale needed for the design and implemen
tation of clinical trials with such combinations.

INTRODUCTION

Heterogeneity of target antigen expression is a major limiting factor
that determines the success of any Ab3-based therapy for cancer in
which delivery of a cytotoxic agent to all malignant cells with growth
potential within the tumor is essential for total tumor ablation. Thus,
variant tumor cells that fail to express the target antigen will evade
destruction via Ab-mediated delivery of the cytotoxic agent and the

subsequent regrowth of these surviving cells will lead to tumor
recurrence. This is possibly the most important principle determining
the success or failure of these emerging and highly promising types of
targeted therapies for malignant disease, and this issue needs to be
investigated carefully in preclinical studies if such treatments are to be
translated successfully into the clinic. One way of overcoming this
problem would be to target against two or more molecules on the
tumor cell surface in the expectation that multiple antigen-negative
tumor cells would occur at a much lower frequency than single
antigen-negative cells. Moreover, there would be the added bonus that
targeting against multiple cell surface molecules would deliver greater
amounts of the cytotoxic agent to multiple-target antigen-positive
tumor cells, thus increasing the likelihood of killing these cells.

Two recent independent studies using ITs have shown that targeting
against two different surface molecules (CD19/CD38 and CD 19/
CD22, respectively) on human B-cell lymphomas growing in SCID
mice is therapeutically significantly more effective than targeting
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against either molecule alone (1 , 2). However, in both studies, the two
IT cocktails achieved a cure in only a proportion of the animals

treated, the remainder succumbing to disease. A 100% cure rate was
achieved only when a cocktail of anti-CD19 plus anti-CD22 ricin
A-chain ITs was used in combination with any one of the three
small-molecule cytotoxic drugs doxorubicin, cytoxan, or campto
thecin in human lymphoma-bearing SCID mice (3). This indicates to
us that in these model systems, targeting against only two surface
molecules is inadequate for the elimination of all cells with growth
potential within the tumor. We postulate that this is likely to be due to
the existence of dual antigen-negative cells within the tumor cell
population. In this respect, our own study showed that a tiny propor
tion (0.04%) of the Ramos cell line was negative for both CD19 and
CD38 expression, and we speculated that it was from these cells that
tumor growth occurred following therapy with anti-CD19 and -CD38-
saporin ITs (1). The addition of a third IT to the cocktail that identifies
a separate target molecule on the tumor cell surface may overcome
this problem, providing that there are no lymphoma cells within the
tumor cell population with a triple antigen-negative immunopheno
type. We report here that using a cocktail of three saporin ITs
(anti-CD19, -CD22, and -CD38) for the therapy of xenografts of
Ramos human Burkitt's lymphoma (4) in SCID mice is 100% effec
tive at eliminating disease from these animals. Because there are no
Ramos cells with the immunophenotype CD19, CD22, and CD38
within the population, the results of this â€œproofof principleâ€•preclin
ical study strongly supports our hypothesis as presented and provides
a sound rationale for implementing clinical trials with similar combi
nations in human B-cell malignancies.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

SCm Mice. Pathogen-freeCB-17 scid/scidmice of bothsexes 6â€”10weeks
of age were produced from our own breeding colony and used in all of the
experimental work described here. All manipulations on experimental animals

were carried out in a laminar flow hood, and these animals were maintained in
filter-top microisolator cages and provided with sterile food and water ad
libitum.

Ramos Cell Line. The cell line Ramos was derived from a patient with

Burkitt's lymphoma and has been described previously (4).

Saporin and Ab Production. Seeds ofSaponaria officinaliswere supplied
kindly by Chiltern Seeds (Ulverston, Cumbria, United Kingdom). The SO6

isoform of saponin was extracted and purified to homogeneity from seeds as
described previously (5). The Abs BU12 (anti-CDI9), 4KB128 (anti-CD22),

and OKT1O(anti-CD38) were produced in quantity by growing the appropriate
hybndoma clone in an Endotronics (Cellex) Acusyst R hollow-fiber bioreactor
system (Cellex, Minneapolis, MN). Ab was purified from hollow-fiber har
vests by a combination of ammonium sulfate precipitation followed by anion

exchange chromatography on DEAE-Sepharose and gel filtration on Sephacryl
S200HR.

IT Construction. The ITs BU12-saporin (1BITa), OKT1O-saporin
(1BITh), and 4KB128-saporin (lBITc) were constructed by conjugating the
appropriate Ab to saporin using the heterobifunctional cross-linking reagent
N-succinimidyl-3-(2-pynidyldithio)propionate as described previously (6).
Free Ab was removed from the immunoconjugates by carboxymethyl-Sepha
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Table 2 ITs and theirspec(flcitiesIT

nameSpecificityBU12-saporin

(lBrra)Anti-CDI9OKTIO-saponin
(IBITh)Anti-CD384KB

128-saporin (1BITc)Anti-CD22

Table 3 Inhibition ofprotein synthesis in target Ramos c
and saporinells

by variousimmunotoxinsITtIC50a

(@.sg/ml)FoldincreaseblBITa

IBITh
lBlTc
2BITa
2BITh
2BITc
3BIT
Saponinonly0.057

0.13
0.011
0.012
0.049
0.011
0.014
2.340

18
209
192
47

209
164
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Table I Immunophenotypicanalysis of CDI9, CD22, and CD38 expression b.vthe
human Burkitt's lymphoma cell lineRamosImmunophenotype

PercentageResultsCDl9t

CD22@,and CD38@ 99.0
CDl9@, CD22@,and CD38 98.8
CDl9@, CD22, and CD38@ 99.3
CDI9, CD22@,and CD38@ 99.3
CDI9@, CD22, and CD38 99.3
CD19, CD22@,and CD38 99.4
CD19, CD22, andCD38'@ 99.9Triple

positive
Dual positive
Dual positive
Dual positive
Single positive
Single positive
SinglepositiveCD19,

CD22, and CD38 0Triple negative 80

â€” PBS Sham

â€”â€”â€” CDI9 + CD38 ITs (2BITb)

CDIS + CD22ITs (2BITc)
- - - CD22 + CD38 ITs (2BITa)

3BIT
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Fig. 2. Kaplan-Meier survival curves for SCID-Ramos mice treated with each mdi
vidual rr (A) or combinations of two or three ITs (B).
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A comprised an equal number of male and female animals. Therapy was given on
days 7, 9, and 11 and consisted on each occasion of a 200-xl bolus injection
of (a) the appropriate single IT (10 pg); (b) a two-IT combination, IT + IT or
IT + Ab (5 g.tgof each); or (c) a three-IT combination, IT + IT + IT,
IT + IT + AB, or IT + Ab + Ab (3.3 @xgof each). Details of the precise
composition of each therapy group are given in Table 4.

All animals were monitored daily for the 300-day duration of the study, and
animals showing adverse effects or appearing unwell due to tumor growth
were killed, and full postmortem examinations were conducted. The presence
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Fig. 1. Single-color flow cytometnicanalysis of the expression levels of CD19, CD22,
and CD38 by the Ramos cell line with the isotype-matched anti-CD7 Ab HB2 used as
negative control (A) and the sensitivity of this cell line to protein synthesis inhibition by
individual and combinations of saporin ITs in a protein synthesis inhibition assay (B). B,
data are means; bars, SD.
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a Calculated as the concentration that inhibits protein synthesis by 50% relative to

untreated control cultures.
b Fold increase relative to saporin alone.
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rose (Sigma Chemical Co., Poole, United Kingdom) cation exchange chroma

tography, as described previously (7). The purity of ITs was confirmed by

SDS-PAGE, and they were then dialyzed into PBS (pH 7.2), sterilized by
passage through a 0.2-mm filter, and stored deep frozen in l00-@xg aliquots at

â€”80Â°C.
Protein Synthesis Inhibition Assay. The ability of each IT to inhibit

protein synthesis in target Ramos cells was evaluated by a [3H]leucine incor
poration assay as described previously (8).

scmMouseTherapyStudies.TheSCID-RamosmodelofhumanB-cell
lymphoma has been described by us previously (1). Two million Ramos cells
in the logarithmic phase of growth were injected on day 1 via the tall vein into
groups of 8 or 10 SCID mice at 6â€”10weeks of age. Each therapy group
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Table 4 DetaiIs of treatment groups and their survivalstatisticsTreatmentTherapyNo.

ofMeansurvivalPercentagegroupnameanimalsComposition(days)survivingIlBITa9CD19

IT6302IBITh10CD38IT110103IBITc10CD22IT2096042BITa10CD22

rr + CD38IT2798052B1Th10CD19
rr + CD38IT1915062BITc10CD19
IT + CD22IT1955073BIT10CD19
IT + CD22 Fr + CD38rr3001008IBABa7CD19Ab36091BABb8CD38

Ab47010IBABc8CD22
Ab3701
12BABa8CD22 Ab + CD38Ab370122BABb8CDI9

Ab + CD38Ab410132BABc8CD19
Ab + CD22Ab380143BAB8CDI9
Ab + CD22 Ab + CD38Ab500158CD19
IT + CD38Ab680168CD22
rr + CD19Ab10513177CD22
IT + CD38Ab13314187CD38
IT + CDI9Ab710198CD38
IT + CD22Ab720208CD19
rr + CD22 Ab + CD38Ab560218CD22
IT + CD19 Ab + CD38Ab9213228CD38IT+CD19Ab

+CD22Ab470238CD19
IT + CD38 IT + CD22Ab15738248CD19
IT + CD22 IT + CD38Ab17938258CD22
IT + CD38 IT + CDI9Ab1985026Control24PBS400
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of Ramos tumors was confirmed, in sacrificed animals and those animals dying
intercurrently, by conventional histopathology and/or flow cytometry. Tumors

were taken from the majority of animals dying with tumor, and single-cell
suspensions were prepared and subjected to flow cytometric analysis for

quantification of CDI9, CD22, and CD38 expression. Animals surviving to
300 days were killed at this time; full postmortem examinations were carried
out; and portions of spleen, liver, lungs, brain, and kidneys were taken for
histopatholigical examination and immunocytochemical staining for expres

sion of the human pan B-cell differentiation marker CD45RA. Bone marrow
was extracted from femurs, and spleen single-cell suspensions were prepared
for flow cytometric analysis for expression of human CD19, CD22, and CD38.

Statistical Analysis. Survival analysis was carried out by log-rank analysis
(Peto's method) using the SOLO statistics software package (BMDP Statistical
Software, Los Angeles, CA). Ps of 0.05 or less were considered as statistically
significant in these studies.

Flow Cytometry. All flow cytometry was conducted on a Coulter Epics

XL flow cytometer, and analysis was carriedout with the Epics software
package. For single-color analysis, Ramos cells were stained indirectly with
each individual Ab and visualized with FITC-labeled rabbit antimouse immu
noglobulin Ab. Negative controls comprised the irrelevant isotype matched
anti-CD7 Ab HB2. Direct staining of Ramos cells was undertaken for three
color analysis with anti-CD19, -CD22, and -CD38 Ab labeled, respectively,
with FITC, phycoerythrin, and energy coupled dye.

RESULTS

Immunophenotype of the Ramos Burkitt's Lymphoma Cell
Line. The Burkitt lymphoma cell line Ramos was analyzed for CD 19,

CD22, and CD38 cell surface expression by single-color flow cytom
etry as shown in Fig. lA. Expression levels could be ranked as

CD38 > CD19 > CD22, with mean fluorescent intensities in arbitrary
units of 64.4, 20.6, and 7.18, respectively. The immunophenotype of
Ramos cells was evaluated further by three-color flow cytometric
analysis, and these results arc shown in Table 1. The majority of cells
were positive for all three markers, with small nonexpressing sub
populations seen for all three. The largest subpopulation of negative
expressers was demonstrated for CD19 (0.7%), and the smallest was
demonstrated for CD38 (0.1%). When dual- and triple-expression
permutations were examined, it was revealed that the majority of

individual cells expressed two or three markers. For instance, only 1%
of Ramos cells did not all simultaneously express all three target

molecules, and there were no cells negative for all three target mol
ecules detectable (Table 1).

In Vitro Effects of Single IT and Two- and Three-IT Combina
lions on Protein Synthesis in Ramos Cells. The three individual
saporin ITs with anti-CD19, -CD22, and -CD38 specificitics arc
detailed in Table 2. To determine the in vitro effects of each of these
individual ITs or combinations of two or all three ITs on protein
synthesis in the Ramos cell line, we exposed cultures of these cells to
increasing concentrations of each as shown in Fig. lB. On the basis of
calculated IC50s reported in Table 3, the individual ITs could be
ranked in the following order of potency: 1BITc (CD22) > 1BITa
(CD19) > 1BITh (CD38). Although 1BITa had an IC50 lower than
1BITh (0.057 @.tg/mlversus 0.13 @g/ml,respectively), the protein
synthesis-inhibitory activity of 1BITa plateaued at between 30 and
40%, whereas 1BITh activity continued to show increased protein
synthesis-inhibitory activity over the entire concentration range. Us
ing ITs in combinations of two or three did not give any significant

improvement to the observed potency in this assay and, in fact, had a
lesser effect than that observed for the most potent individual IT in the
cocktail. This was particularly true for 3BIT, which achieved an IC50
of 0.014 p.g/ml (representing a 164-fold increase in cytotoxicity
compared with saporin alone) compared with an IC50 of 0.01 1 pg/mi
for the 1BITc (CD22) IT (a 209-fold increase).

Survival of SCID-Ramos Mice following Single-IT or Two- and
Three-IT Combination Therapy. The therapeutic efficacies of each
individual IT or the various combinations of two or three were
determined in the SCID-Ramos model described by us previously (1).

The i.v. injection of 2,000,000 Ramos cells into nonconditioned SCID
mice is invariably fatal and leads to the death of animals over a highly
predictable time course. The survival of SCID-Ramos mice receiving
therapy with each of the individual ITs is shown in Fig. 2A, and the
survival statistics are summarized in Table 4. The ITs could be ranked
in order of therapeutic effectiveness as 1BITc > lBITh > 1BITa,
with 60% long-term disease-free survivors obtained with 1BITc. In
contrast, treatment with 1BITa, although prolonging survival, did not
result in any long-term survivors. Only 10% of animals treated with
lBITh survived for the 300-day duration of the study, and the disease
attrition rate was intermediate between lBITa and lBITc. Comparison
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Table5 Log-rankanalysisusedto comparethestatisticaldifferencesin therapy
outcome between the various two- and three-if combination therapy groups

Treatment group A
(Percentage of survivors)vs.Treatment

group B
(Percentagesurviving)P'@2BlTa

(80%)vs.2B1Th(50%)0.11492Brra
(80%)vs.2Brrc(50%)0.10982BITh
(50%)vs.2BITc(50%)0.97882BITa
(80%)vs.3BIT(100%)0.14642B1Th
(50%)vs.3BIT(100%)0.01212BITc
(50%) vs.

a Log-rank analysis (Peto's method).3BIT

(100%)0.0121

COMBINATION IMMUNOTOXIN ThERAPY OF HUMAN LYMPHOMA

percentage of animals with gross tumors within a given treatment

group with tumors at a particular location. Clearly, treatment with ITs
and to a lesser extent Abs markedly influenced the gross distribution
patterns of tumors. Jaw and nasal tumors never occurred in PBS

A

B

C

by log-rank analysis of sham-treated control animals with each of the
three individual IT treatment groups revealed that all three treatments
exerted a statistically significant therapeutic effect.

Survival of SCID-Ramos mice treated with the three possible
combinations of two ITs (2BITa, 2BITh, and 2BITc) or with a
combination of all three (3BIT) is shown in Fig. 2B and summarized
in Table 4. The therapeutic efficacy of these various IT combinations
could be ranked as follows: 3BIT > 2BITa > 2BITh = 2BITc. All
animals treated with the triple-IT combination 3BIT survived disease
free for the 300-day duration of the study. Of the three two-IT

combination treatments, 2BITa performed best, with only two animals
developing tumor at 189 and 202 days, respectively. 2B1Th and 2BITc
performed almost identically, with a similar disease attrition rate and

with half of the animals in both groups surviving disease-free for the
300-day duration of the study. Log-rank analysis demonstrated that all
therapeutic outcomes were highly significantly different from sham

treated controls and moreover demonstrated significant differences
between the various combination therapy groups, which are summa
rized in Table 5. All surviving animals were disease free, with no

tumors detectable grossly, by immunocytochemistry or by flow
cytometry on termination of the study at 300 days.

Single and Combination Ab Therapy. The effects of therapy
with native Ab used singly (IBABa, IBABb, and 1BABc) or in
combinations of two (2BABa, 2BABb, and 2BABc) or three (3BAB;
therapy groups 8â€”14) had only very minor effects on survival length,

with no long-term survivors in any of the treatment groups (Table 4).
None of these results were significantly different by log-rank analysis
from PBS sham-treated controls.

Combinations of IT and Ab. Experiments were undertaken to

exclude the possibility of an interaction between an Ab component(s)
and IT component(s) as being responsible for the significant improve
ments to therapy outcome. The survival statistics for groups of SCID
Ramos mice treated with the possible combinations of a single IT plus
single Ab (groups 15â€”19),a single IT plus two Abs (groups 20â€”22),
or two ITs plus a single Ab (groups 23â€”25)are summarized in Table
4. Importantly, all of these control groups performed significantly
worsethan3BIT.

Analysis of in Vivo Tumor Immunophenotype following IT

Therapy. Tumors emerging in IT-treated animals were analyzed for
the levels of CD19, CD22, and CD38 expression by single-color flow
cytometry and data representative of the overall results obtained are
shown in Fig. 3. All tumors examined, whether occurring in single-IT
or two-IT combination treatment groups, expressed the target anti
gen(s) although to a lesser extent than the expression observed in in
vitro grown Ramos cells. Analysis of tumors occurring in PBS sham
treated control animals also revealed a similar reduction in levels of

expression of all three antigens.
Tumor Distribution Patterns In Untreated and IT/Ab-treated

SCID-Ramos Mice. Analysis of gross tumor distribution patterns
seen in sham-treated and IT- or Ab-treated animals revealed that IT
treatment influenced the location of the sites at which tumors oc
curred. These data are summarized in Fig. 4, Aâ€”D,presented as the

Iâ€•

iO@ 1O@

1O@

FLI LOOE1TC

Fu LOOELI LOG

Fig. 3. Single-color flow cytometnc analysis of the expression levels of CD19 (A),
CD22(B),andCD38(C)by in vitro-grownRamoscells(0). andRamoscellsobtained
fromtumorsarisingin SCIDmiceshamtreatedwithPBS(â€”)or withtheITs IBITa(A),
1BITc(B),or 1BITh(C)(..), â€”,negativecontrolcellsstainedwithan irrelevantisotype
matched control antibody.
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+.â€” ITs â€”* +â€”Absâ€”---* 4-Ab+lTcombination-* PBS

TREATMENT GROUP

sham-treated animals but were a very common feature in IT or
IT-plus-Ab combinations (Fig. 4A). Treatment with single or combi
nation Abs also led to a smaller number of jaw/nasal tumors. The
converse was true for CNSlbrain tumors that occurred frequently in
PBS sham-treated and Ab treatment groups but far less frequently in
IT or IT-plus-Ab groups (Fig. 4B). There was no clear influence of
therapy on the distribution pauerns of tumors occurring at other sites
(Fig. 4, C and D).

DISCUSSION

The results presented here show that a therapeutically superior
result is obtained with the triple-IT combination 3BIT, with 100%
disease-free survivors at 300 days. The outstanding therapeutic per
formance of 3BIT was not due to an Ab or Ab(s)-plus-IT(s)-mediated
effect, inasmuch as appropriate control groups did not show the same
therapeutic outcome. This is quite different from the findings of
Ghetie et a!. (2), who showed that an anti-CD22 ncin A-chain IT used
in combination with an anti-CDI9 Ab was as effective in a SCID
mouse model of human lymphoma as both equivalent ITs used in
combination. Here, it was shown that anti-CDI9 Ab alone exerted a
direct growth-inhibitory signal that, together with the direct cytotoxic
effects of the anti-CD22 IT, led to an improved therapeutic perform
ance. Such an effect was not demonstrable in the current study nor in
a previously study described by us (1). It is also of interest that the in
vitro protein synthesis assay did not predict the in vivo therapeutic

improvement obtained with 3BIT. This probably reflects the fact that
this short-term assay is incapable of detecting and accounting for the
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Fig. 4. Percentage of animals within each therapy group (groups 1-25) and in PBS sham-treated controls (group 26) developing tumors in the jaw/nasal region (A), brain/CNS (B),
abdomen (C), or kidney (D). Percentages are calculated on the basis of the total number of animals within each group that succumb eventually to a tumor at any site.
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minute single antigen-negative tumor cell populations at the 48-h time
point. This being the case, the tiny triple antigen-positive Ramos
subpopulation would make little discernible contribution to observed
protein synthesis levels when 3BIT was used within this time frame.
Only a longer-term clonogenic or outgrowth-type assay would be
capable of detecting this type of effect (1).

With IT, it is essential to deliver toxin to the interior of each target
cell that has growth potential within the tumor. Tumor cells that are
negative or down-regulated for a single target molecule would not be
killed by an IT targeting against this single antigen. By targeting
against more than one cell surface antigen, the probability of dcliv
ering a lethal dose of toxin is increased (a) because of the higher
probability that all tumor cells within the population would be positive
for at least one of the target molecules and (b) because greater
quantities of toxin would be delivered to those tumor cells that
expressed more than one of the target molecules. It follows from this
that the more target molecules aimed against on the tumor cell surface,
the greater would be the probability of killing every individual cell in
the tumor. Indeed, it is entirely feasible that cocktails of ITs could be
custom blended for an individual patient's tumor, with the specifici
ties in the cocktail determined by the immunophenotype of the tumor

cell population.
Tumors occurring in single- or two-IT treatment groups were found

to still express the target molecule(s) against which therapy was
directed, although some modest down-regulation of expression was
encountered in the majority of cases. However, such down-regulation
was also encountered in PBS sham-treated animals, and we conclude
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that this is therefore likely to be associated with a direct influence of
the SCID mouse microenvfronmcnt on antigen expression, a phenom
enon also described by others (9). Why is it, therefore, that tumor cells
expressing the relevant target molecules were able to escape killing by
IT? There are at least three possibilities: (a) a fraction of the tumor
cells may have been located within the animal at a site inaccessible to
IT; (b) a small fraction of tumor cells may have been down-regulated
for antigen expression at the time of IT treatment and thereby avoided
killing by IT and upon emergence these escapee cells up-regulated
antigen expression; and (c) target antigen-positive tumors may rcprc
sent selection of an IT-resistant subclonc. The first possibility can be
excluded, given that highly effective treatment with 3BIT demon
states clearly that all tumor cells within the mouse with growth
potential must be accessible to IT. The third possibility is also Un
likely, because we have shown in previous studies that Ramos tumors

emerging in animals treated with ITs are still sensitive in vitro to IT.4
We therefore feel that the second possibility of down-regulation of
target antigen by a small subpopulation of tumor cells at the time of
treatment offers the most likely explanation for this observation.

The suppression of CNS disease by IT, but not Ab therapy, is
surprising in view of the blood-brain barrier that should prevent
access of a large molecule such as an IT into the CNS. An explanation
for this could lie with the possibility that CNS disease might not arise
as a direct result of lymphoma cell seeding of the CNS but from
infiltration into the CNS by lymphoma cells directly from the bone

marrow cavity. In these circumstances, the modifying effects of IT
could be viewed as elimination of bone marrow-based disease by IT,
leaving the tumor to grow at other sites (i.e., jaw and abdomen), where
total elimination was unsuccessful.

The preclinical studies described here have demonstrated proof of
principle using an in vivo model of human lymphoma, albeit that the

Ramos cell line possesses a relatively homogeneous immunopheno
type. When considering individual primary lymphomas and leukemias

in patients, the heterogeneity of antigen expression will be consider
ably greater than that encountered for any established cell line. It
follows, therefore, that application of this principle to patients is likely
to be more problematic. Nonetheless, an important principle has been
demonstrated and is in a broader sense applicable to other malignan
cies beside lymphoma. It is feasible to envisage a customized IT
cocktail for individual patients, the individual component Abs of

4 Unpublished observations.

which would be based on the immunophenotype of the global tumor
cell population. There are, of course, other important factors that are
likely to limit the efficacy of such therapeutic interventions. Among
these we can include tumor penetration by the IT(s), suitability of the
target molecule(s), pharmacokinetics of individual ITs in the cocktail,
internalization and trafficking issues, immunogenicity of the conju
gates, and, importantly, dose-limiting toxicitics that may prevent the
achievement of effective therapeutic levels of IT in the patient. Im
proving the IT therapeutic index is an important objective that would
help deal with some of these issues, and it seems likely that the utility
of IT combinations is likely to make a contribution in this area.
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